
A bold choice
Rafael Rivadeneira  

has been called a  
“fresh, diverse face and strong 

Conservative voice”  
as well as, the “zap the IL GOp’s  

cardio system needs”

People of the 41st District are FEd UP and TICKEd oFF.  They’re sick 
and tired of Republicans who have gone along with Democrats 
and raised their taxes and overspent their money!  They know the 
establishment has stopped listening to the people and stays focused 
on their own interests.  No wonder Rafael hears “if you’re connected, 
you’re corrupted” echoed everywhere he goes.  It’s time to reclaim the 
Republican Party and reform government by:

   Chopping Taxes, Slashing Spending and Shrinking the Budget

    Reducing Health Care Costs through Tort Reform and  
Increased Competition

    Fumigating Springfield and Eradicating Patronage by Enacting 
Transparent Policies

    Limiting Politicians’ Power through Term Limits

    Giving Parents — Not Unions and Bureaucrats — More Power 
and Real Choice with our Schools

✔

✔

✔

✔

Rafael Rivadeneira — the Un-Candidate!

✔
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Meet Rafael Rivadeneira
Because he digs deep into his Conservative principles and refuses to tow the 
party line, Rafael is NoT endorsed by the machine politicians who’ve jacked 
up your taxes, blown through your money and indebted generations to come.  
Instead, Rafael Rivadeneira has been called a “fresh, diverse face and strong 

Conservative voice” as well as, the “ZAP the IL GOP’s cardio system needs.”  And he’s 
gained the endorsements from voters like you — who are fed up with the Good 
Ol’ Boys Club and eager for new Conservative leadership.

Rafael Rivadeneira’s fresh thinking and bold positions have landed him regular 
spots tackling the hard issues on various TV shows.  His love of community led 
him to various roles including:

    Treasurer, Hinsdale Humane Society

    President, Republican National Hispanic Assembly of Illinois

    Commissioner, DuPage County Regional Planning Commission

Rafael and his wife, Caryn, have three kids.  They live in Elmhurst and are 
members of Elmhurst Christian Reformed Church. For more about Rafael, visit 
www.VoteRafael.com, friend him on Facebook, or follow him on  
Twitter@RafiRivadeneira.

Rafael Rivadeneira — the Un-Candidate!

To learn more visit —  

VoteRafael.com


